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Reclaiming New Orleans and the Rest of the South
The shameful removal of Confederate monuments by the political and social-justice activists in
New Orleans is typical of what is happening all across the South. In traditional Southern states
such as Maryland, Virginia and North Carolina the native population has been or is currently being
replaced by Yankees and other foreign immigrants. As repopulation occurs the federal
government and its puppet-state governments are busy enlarging Uncle Sam’s welfare plantation.
These federal plantations are the source of large and reliable liberal voting blocs. It is useless to
discuss preserving the remaining monuments—much less the returning of removed monuments—
if we the people of Dixie do not have a plan for regaining political control of our occupied states
and nation.
The monuments in New Orleans and all over the South that have been removed were not removed
by “uninformed but well intentioned” individuals. They were and are being removed by evil people
who are determined to complete the extermination of the last vestiges of the traditional
conservative/religious South. They have complete political control. The South has received the
same “justice” as a Christian would receive in a Sharia Law court! If we are to survive as a people
we must begin the effort to regain political control of our states and nation.
After the Communists took over in East Berlin they immediately removed the monument to
Prussian King Fredrick the Great. Empires always attempt to destroy the memory of the past in
order to impose their version of the past and the future. That monument was replaced years later
when the Communists were trying to quell the impending people’s revolt against the Communist
Empire. The key to replacing removed monuments is to initiate a political movement to overthrow
the existing illegitimate, evil, empire and replace it with home rule, local self-government, a
government based upon the free and unfettered consent of the governed—enforced by real
states’ rights. Dixie Rising—Rules for Rebels is the procedural manual for creating such a
movement. Knowledge without action is useless—the time for reasoned action has come!
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Establishing First Southern State
Shadow Government

Ron Kennedy speaking to the SCV in Ft.
Worth, Texas April 22, 2017. The spirit of
Southern freedom is alive and well in the
State of Texas.

Australia Today—USA Tomorrow
Muslim Gang Attack Christians
Christians in certain parts of Australia
have been warned not to wear crosses in
public. There have been numerous cases
in which Muslim gangs have attacked
people wearing crosses. During the attack
the gang members would shout insults
such as “F—K Jesus.”
Such attacks have occurred on public
trains. During these attacks, uniformed
transportation “police” watched from a
safe place. It seems that the only function
of the “transportation police” is to make
sure no one cheats by failing to pay their
ticket! Don’t think such things are not
happening here in the good ole U.S.A.
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/04/10/a
ustralian-beaten-cross-beaten-muslim-gangshouting/

There is an old saying that fits our Southern
heritage movement: “After all is said and
done—more is usually said than done!” How
true—we have been very busy “meeting,
eating and retreating.” It is time (to use
another Southern expression) to “fish or go
home.” Dixie Rising—Rules for Rebels gives
an outline for how we the people of the South
can regain our constitutional right to live
under a true Republic in which the
Constitution is enforced by real states’
rights—inclusive of the rights of nullification
and secession. But knowledge without
proper action is useless.
The Kennedy Twins are announcing
the formation of the Louisiana Home Rule
Association (LHRA) as the first step in
organizing a shadow government for
Louisiana. We have tentatively set October
28, 2017 as the date of the organizational
meeting in or around Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. The meeting will be a working
meeting lasting from 9 AM to 3PM including
a working lunch. The functions of a shadow
are described in
Dixie Rising—Rules for
Rebels. We encourage all Louisiana citizens
who want to be a part of this historic meeting
to mark your calendar and reserve the date.
Those Southern Activists from outside of
Louisiana are welcomed to attend because
this meeting and the LHRA will be used as a
prototype
for
organizing
shadow
governments in other Southern States.
This organization is not for those who
are uncomfortable outside of “meeting,
eating, and retreating.” It is an organization
for activists who desire to take reasoned
action to reclaim Southern Freedom. These
activists will put in place the action plans
outlined it Dixie Rising. We shall win a
strategic victory in 2020—a vote for Southern
Freedom! It’s not over ‘til freedom is won!
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stereotypical
“hater”
when
in
fact
Southerners are the largest portion of church
going, practicing Christians in America?
http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/nyccrime/man-cuffed-push-straphanger-harlem-tracksarticle-1.2884884

In November of 2016 police in
Birmingham, Alabama foiled a plot by two
haters to set off a bomb in a local elementary
school and then ambush
the

SCV meeting in Amite, LA April 20, 2017.
Ron gave Al Arnold, author of Robert E.
Lee’s Orderly a copy of Punished With
Poverty. Al’s ancestor served with both
Lee and Forrest during the War!

The Genesis of Racial Hatred
The Republican Party’s intentional use of
racial hatred to divide black and white
Southerners and use black votes to assure
Republican control of post-War Congress
is described in Punished With Poverty.
Today it is the Democratic Party that
benefits
from
promoting
racial
division/hatred. The violent results are
demonstrated daily in America.
In Caroline County Virginia on April
1, 2017 a black woman used a hammer to
attack a white man declaring she was “sick
of
fancy
white
people.”
http://wtvr.com/2017/04/05/angela-jones-arrest-1/

In Harlem, during November 2016, a black
man was arrested after he tried to push a
white man on to the subway tracks while
shouting “I hate white people.” Where
does all this hatred come from? Who
taught these folks to hate their fellow man?
Why are Southerners depicted as the

first responders as they rushed to the
school. As bad as the story is, it none-theless demonstrates the inherent good
qualities of the majority of our people both
black and white. The plot was foiled by alert
neighbors who reported their suspicions to
the
proper
authorities.
http://www.al.com/news/birmingham/index.ssf/2016/
11/pair_charged_in_explosive_devi.html

Note the difference between the
response by the community (numerous tips
naming the suspects) in the Southern state
of Alabama vs silence when dealing with
Muslim extremists. There is still a sense of
civic responsibility and Christian love left
even after years of vicious, slanderous racebaiting propaganda issuing from the media,
political parties, and liberal universities.
Post Reconstruction the Democratic
Party used racial hatred via Jim Crow/white
supremacy to assure the national party had
the Solid South in each national election.
This is described on pages 132-3 in
Punished With Poverty. The results were
that both black and white Southerners were
impoverished while the financial and political
elites in the North were enriched!
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Queer (Homosexual) Science
for Elementary School Students
Professor Kristine Gunckel of the University of
Arizona published an “academic research
paper” in which she advocated “Queering
science” in elementary schools in order to
teach children that the homosexual life style is

Donnie Kennedy at “Flags Across the Ouachita River”
West Monroe, LA Confederate History Month
Project 2020 Pamphlets Now Available
The trifold Project 2020 pamphlets announced in the
March 2017 newsletter are now available. Sorry for the
delay. Costs are $1.00 per each. Send your order, check
or money order to Ron Kennedy at the address on top of
page one of this newsletter. Get the word out! Note:
Organizational meeting tentatively set for 10/28/2017
Baton Rouge, LA. [See page 2.] Purpose: Establish
shadow government in LA/a prototype for rest of Dixie.

just as “normal” as a male and female life
style. Her aim is to change “categorical
thinking and specifically aims to disrupt the
heter/homo binary.” In other words, her aim is
to make war upon the Biblical definition of
marriage; to normalize perversion; and
delegitimatize traditional concepts of what
constitutes a normal family.
In a free society people have a
constitutional right to advocate immoral
ideas—but they do not have the right to use
the force of a government tax-collector to
make moral people pay for their activities!
They do not have the right to use the force of
government to indoctrinate (brainwash) our
children! Yet this is happening all across the
South today. We the people of Dixie who hold
traditional views of conservative political and
Christian values are being forced to pay the
cost of destroying our society. We are no
better than the tax slaves to an immoral
secular humanist political system. We must
begin the process by which we take control of
our society—we act or die! Project 2020.
http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2017/04/26/professor-wantschildren-to-learn-queer-theory-in-elementary-school/

Karl Marx and associates loved this man!

Docile submission to the Federal
Empire does not equal vindication!
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Docile submission to the Federal Empire does not equal vindication!
Black Nationalist Flag Associated
with Anti-White Terror Attack

Kori Ali Muhammad
Three white charity workers were killed in a
recent terror attack that occurred in Fresno,
California. The terror attack against white
people occurred April 2017. The mainline
media did not cover it to any great degree.
One can only imagine what the coverage
would have been had the racial roles been
reversed.
The
attacker,
Kori
Ali
Muhammad, had photographs of the Pan
African flag on his website. Question: Will
the same vengeance by the political
establishment (Democrat and Nikki Haley
Republican) that fell upon the Confederate
flag also fall upon the African nationalist
flag? Answer: Of course not! Why?
Because Southerners do not count in
modern America—we are not citizens
deserving protection but are merely
subjects who have no inherent rights that
the political establishment must honor!
According to reports as he was taken into
custody he yelled out “Allah akbar.” The
Director of a Cal State department charged
with studying “hate and extremism” mused
that Muhammad “appeared” to be a violent
black supremacist—REALLY! I wonder
what gave him that idea.
This hatred has been created by the
political establishment and its lackeys in the
mainline media and taxpayer-funded
universities! Take a look at our future!

http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/lame-fresno-shooting-20170418-story.html

•

•
•
•

How do we motivate the Southern
people to join us in the fight for
Freedom?
How do we force party politicians to
respect our heritage?
What is irregular political warfare?
How do we establish shadow
governments in each Southern
State?
Time for talk is over—we act or die!
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Sign-up for Free Subscription to
Kennedy Twins Newsletter

Winston Churchill &
Reconstruction

[Tell a fellow Southern activist]

Sign-up link will be found at the bottom of the
second page of our website. Click on >Sign up
for our Newsletter< and provide your e-mail
address. Second page of website:

http://www.kennedytwins.com/main.htm

A Liberty Based Society in a Free South
If the South was made a free country today and we
kept the same type of government & social policies
we currently have we would have gained nothing!
The establishment of a liberty based society is
explained in Reclaiming Liberty. Catch the vision
of living in a country where the federal government
is controlled by “we the people” of the sovereign
states; where government is limited to no more than
10% total taxing authority; where sound money
replaces inflation created by fiat currency printed
by the Fed. Freedom in 2020!

Reclaiming Liberty by James Ronald
Kennedy
Project 2020—First major step in
reclaiming our liberty

As was pointed out in Punished with Poverty, (p.
190 et al.) the North sought to use racial hatred
to establish and maintain control of the defeated
South. This point was also made by Winston
Churchill in his History of the English Speaking
Peoples, (Vol. IV, 240-1) when he noted that the
“Radical Republicans…did not wish to smooth
the path of the Souths return [to the Union] they
wanted a harsh and vengeful policy.” Churchill
also pointed out that the power taken from the
South was useful in maintaining Northern
“ascendancy over the Federal government that
Northern business interests had won.”
Churchill’s observation of the War for Southern
Independence demonstrates that the War was
fought by money grubbing Yankees for profits
and racial hatred was injected into the South
(see Sen. Hiram Revels remarks on this subject
on p. 51 Punished with Poverty) by the victors in
order to maintain their control of their Federal
Empire.

Southern Poverty—The Punishment Continues

They fought because the Northern majority was
attempting to make political, economic, and
social slaves out of the Southern minority. The
struggle continues—Freedom in 2020!

